
Synergistics Questions Regarding RFP# 361334 

 

General Questions –  

1. On page 13 of the RFP #361334 it HMIS states “Subcontractor is to propose Firm Fixed Rates for 

the tasks, and periods identified below. These labor categories will be used for all associated 

work orders.” Does this mean that labor categories and rates need to be provided with each task 

in addition to the FFP rate for the task? Only FFP per task needs to be provided 

 

SOW Task 1.3.1 Questions –  

1. HMIS states “Subcontractor will be responsible for newsletter layout” and then in the following bullet 

states “Designated template and color scheme that will be provided to the subcontractor by HMIS.” Will 

HMIS please define the responsibilities of the newsletter layout if it’s providing the template? 

a. HMIS will send the articles and photos to the subcontractor on a monthly basis to be 

creatively inserted into the provided template. Creative input of layout maybe be 

required. 

2. Will HMIS be providing the interactive links to the additional content/information? And will the 

additional content/information be created by HMIS? 

a. Yes, HMIS will provide links and additional content will be created by HMIS.  

3. Regarding the new compensation schedule, what is the desired unit of measure, e.g., rate per 

page, rate per newsletter? Per newsletter 

 

SOW Task 1.3.2 Questions –  

1. HMIS states “Subcontractor will be responsible for layout using Hanford Site branding guidelines” and 

then in the following bullet states “Designated template and color scheme that will be provided to the 

subcontractor by HMIS.” Will HMIS please define the responsibilities of the layout if it’s providing the template? 

a. HMIS has branding standards which include color schemes and logo placement. 

Subcontractor will be asked to contribute to design / layout within those standards. 

2. Will HMIS be providing the interactive links to the additional content/information? And will the 

additional content/information be created by HMIS? 

3. Yes, HMIS will provide links and additional content will be created by HMIS. 

4. Regarding the new compensation schedule, what is the desired unit of measure, e.g., rate per 

page, rate per product?  

a. Per product  

 

SOW Task 1.3.3 Questions –  



1. HMIS states “Subcontractor will be responsible for presentation layout using Hanford Site branding 

guidelines” and then in the following bullet states “Designated template and color scheme that will be 

provided to the subcontractor by HMIS.” Will HMIS please define the responsibilities of the presentation layout 

if it’s providing the template? 

a. HMIS has branding standards which include color schemes and logo placement. 

Subcontractor will be asked to contribute to design / layout within those standards.  

2. Will HMIS be providing the interactive links to the additional content/information? And will the 

additional content/information be created by HMIS? 

a. Yes, HMIS will provide links and additional content will be created by HMIS. 

3. Regarding the new compensation schedule, what is the desired unit of measure, e.g., rate per 

slide, rate per presentation?  

a. Per Presentation  

 

SOW Task 1.3.4 Questions –  

1. Is HMIS or the subcontractor responsible for printing and tangible product costs? 

a. This will vary depending on contract deliverable. More times than not, HMIS will be 

responsible for printing. Special requests for printed may needed.  

2. Can HMIS please define scope of “social media campaigns? 

a. Informational and interactive graphics, videos and/or photos. 

SOW Task 1.3.5 Questions –  

1. Will HMIS be providing the “talent releases / use of likeness” contracts for on-screen talent? 

a. No release needed. 

2. What audio format is expected for delivery? 

a. For archival purposes we would want non-compressed .mov. For videos being used 

external or public (or anything else) we would identify format on storyboard.  

3. Will the subcontractor be responsible for hiring the on-screen talent? 

a. No, talent will be DOE, contractor employees or community members. 

4. How many pre-production and story-board meetings will be held for each video? 

a. Depends on the complexity of the project 

5. Will the subcontractor be responsible for providing the storyboards? If so, what format will the 

storyboarding be delivered (e.g., hand drawn w/digital scans, pre-viz software)? 

a. HMIS will be responsible for the storyboard production. Storyboards will be created in 

word, hand drawn or in software depending on the project manager.  

6. Please provide the delivery specs and container profiles for video and audio. 



a. This will be defined per project.  

7. Will the subcontractor be responsible for the creative development (e.g., script, art direction, 

interview copy, talent direction)? 

a. HMIS will be responsible for the creative development 

8. Regarding the new compensation schedule, what is the desired unit of measure, e.g., rate per 

minute, rate per video?  

a. Per video 

9. Is the subcontractor responsible for location fees? 

a. This contract does not request use of location that would require fees.  

SOW Task 1.3.6 Questions –  

1. Will HMIS be providing the “talent releases / use of likeness” contracts for on-screen talent? 

a. No release needed. 

2. Will the subcontractor be responsible for hiring the on-screen talent? 

a. No, talent will be DOE, contractor employees or community members. 

3. How many “pre-filming planning sessions” will be held for each video? 

a. Depends on the complexity of the project. 

4. Will the subcontractor be responsible for providing the storyboards? If so, what format will the 

storyboarding be delivered (e.g., hand drawn w/digital scans, pre-viz software)? 

a. HMIS will be responsible for the storyboard production. Storyboards will be created in 

word, hand drawn or in software depending on the project manager.  

5. Please provide the delivery specs and container profiles for video and audio. 

a. This will be defined per project.  

6. Will the subcontractor be responsible for the creative development (e.g., script, art direction, 

interview copy, talent direction)? 

a. HMIS will be responsible for the creative development.  

7. Regarding the new compensation schedule, what is the desired unit of measure, e.g., rate per 

minute, rate per video?  

a. Per video 

8. Is the subcontractor responsible for location fees? 

a. This contract does not request use of location that would require fees.  

SOW Task 1.3.7 Questions –  

1. Will HMIS be providing the “talent releases / use of likeness” contracts for on-screen talent? 

a. No release needed. 



2. Will the subcontractor be responsible for hiring the on-screen talent? 

a. No, talent will be DOE, contractor employees or community members. 

3. How many “pre-photography planning sessions” will be held for each shoot? 

a. Depends on the complexity of the project 

4. Please provide the delivery specs and container profiles for photos. 

a. Delivery in original format and size. Container profiles may vary depending on quantity 

of photos. 

5. Is the subcontractor responsible for location fees? 

a. This contract does not request use of location that would require fees. 

6. Provide the final number of delivered photos as photo editing services are typically priced per 

number of photos edited. 

a. All photos taken during contracted time will be delivered in original form to HMIS. 

7. Regarding the new compensation schedule, what is the desired unit of measure, e.g., rate per 

RAW photo delivered, rate per hour, rate per edited photo delivered? 

a. Subcontractor will need all provided all photos in RAW/original format with the 

capability of 10-15% of total photos being edited. 

SOW Task 1.3.8 / 1.3.9 / 1.3.10 Questions –  

1. Task 1.3.8 is not listed in the compensation schedule, is this no longer a task that subcontractors 

should provide a FFP rate for?  

a. This was an error that it didn’t make it on the compensation schedule.  Please provide 

FFP for task 1.3.8 

2. Are tasks 1.3.9 and 1.3.10 subtasks of 1.3.8, as they are similar in scope?  

a. Section 1.38 (Special Projects) should be the section headline; the tasks are Translation 

Services and video conversion.   

3. VHS/Betamax runtimes vary, provide max time per tape. 

a. HMIS anticipates any video not exceeding 30 minutes.  

 

 

 


